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MADE IN RESPECT OF OVERSEAS AND OUTLYING TERRITORIES 

Note presented by the Delegation of the Netherlands 

The Netherlands Delegation would like to draw the attention of the 

Assembly to the fact that in this Report there is a slight misunderstanding with 

regard to the statement of the Netherlands Delegate in connexion with Surinam 

(Annex A, page 6), and suggests that: 

In the 2nd paragraph, 3rd line, the words "would in all likelihood« be 

replaced by the words "possibly might". 
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CONSIDERATION 0F .RЕЅЕRVАТIОNЅ TO THE INTERNATIONAL SANITARY REGULATIONS 
(WHO REGULATIONS NO. 2) MADE IN RESPECT OF OVERSEAS AND OUTLYING TERRITORIES 

Report of the Working Party of the Sixth World Health Assembly 

The Working Party was established by the Sixth World Health Assemb3y to 

consider reservations to the International Sanitary Regulations Q Regulatimr 

No. 2) made by Member States in respect of their overseas and outlying 

territories. 

Such reservations were received from the Governments of Denmark, Netherlancr 

and the United Kingdom. 

The Working Party met first on 7 May 1953, and held 4 meetings, the report 

being approved at the last meeting on 1l May 1953. 

Lt. Col. M. Jafar (Pakistan) was elected chairman, and Mr. K. Stowman 

(United States of America) vice -chairman. 

It was decided that the chairman would act as rapporteur. 

Dr. Hostie attended in the capacity of Legal Agiviser to the Director. -General 

Dr. Y. Giraud, Director, Division of Epidemiological and Health Statistics] 
Services, was Secretary. 

The meetings of the ¡Narking Party were attended by delegates of Member 

States. The number of delegates. attending each meeting varied, but in no case 

was a reservation of a Member State considered by the Working Party in the 

absence of a delegate of the country concerned 

The Working Party tо k as a basis for its deliberations 

(a) the comorr4cations from the Governments making the rejections 

and reservations (documents A6/9 and A6/27); 
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(b) Official Records of the World Health Organization 4+2, pages 356 -405, 

which contain the report of the Working Party of the Fifth World Health 

Assembly when it considered the reservations made by Member States. The 

jurisprudence established by this previous consideration of reservations 

to the International Sanitary Regulations was closely followed by the 

Working Party; 

(c) a communication from the Government of Ceylon requestir further 

consideration of a reservation previously made to Article 68 of the 

International Sanitary Regulations (document A6 /10). 

The report consists in the main of the recommendations and observations of the 

Working Party on the reservations made by the Member States. For convenience, the 

communication received from each of the Governments concerned is followed by the 

recommendation of the Working Party on each reservation. Both the reservations of 

each State and the recommendations of the Working Party are contained in lettered 

annexes to this report. The further consideration of the reservation to Article 68 

made by the Government of Ceylon is dealt with in Annex D. 

The Working Party recommends to the World Health Assembly that this report, if 

adopted, by the Assembly, be transmitted to Governments in compliance with the terms of 

Article 111, in order that Governments may, in conformity with paragraph 5 of Article 

107 notify the Director- General, unless they have already done so under Article 108, of 

the withdrawal of their reservation or reservations in so far as they have not been 

accepted by the World Health Assembly. 

During the consideration of the геѕгvatиоn made by the Gover.smemt of the Unite. 

Kingdom on behalf of the Falkland Islands, the delegate of Argentine made the following 

statement: 

"The Government of the Republic of Argentine presents a definite 

reservation to the recognition in any way of British sovereignty over 

the Maldivas Islands, called Falkland in the English document. Nothing 

must be allowed to imply that the express reservations made by the United 

Kingdom to the International Sanitary Regulations in the name of these 
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Islands can effect in any way whatsoever the rights and legal title 

of Argentine to sovereignty over this territory ". 

The delegate of Guatemala presented a formal protest from his Government 

against the inclusion of the territory of Belice (called British Honduras in the 

English document) in the statement of reservations to WHO Regulations No. 2 made 

by the Government of the United Kingdom and reproduced in document A6/9. 

The Working Party took the view that this statement and this protest were 

not requests for a reservation under Article 106 of the Regulations, and that this 

fact together with the political nature of the statement and the protest, placed 

them outside its competence. 
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ANNEX A 

ORIGл'&ј; r?GL2SН 

COPY OF CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESSED TС DIRECTOR- GENERAL TRANSMITTING 
RESERVATIONS TO THE INTERNATIONAL SANITARY REGULATIONS IN RESPECT OF 

SURINAM, THE NETHЕRLANDS АNгIТТЅ AND NETHERLАNDS NEW GUINEA 

made by 

THE GOVERNMENT OF ТЕ NETNERLANDS 

1st letter Dated 14 November 1952 
Received 17 November 1952 

Dear Dr. Chisholm, 

Under the vigour of paragraph 2 of Article 106 of the International Sanitary 
Regulations, reading: 

"Such period may, by notification to the Director- General, be extended to 
eighteen months with respect to overseas or other outlying territories for 
whose international relations the State may be responsible." 

I notified you by letter of 29 February 1952, nr..363, that the Netherlands 
Government in respect of Surinam, the Netherlands Antilles and Netherlands New 
Guinea considered the period during which rejections or reservations could be made 
formulated be P- tended till the 11th of December 1952. 

After constatation :чith the Governments of Surinam and the Netherlands Antilles, 
and with the еh.nur o.£ Netherlands New Guinea, I am directed to inform you that the 
Netherlands Antilles and Netherlands New Guinea accept the International Sanitary 
Regulations without reservation. 

The Government of Surinam, however, feel that this country - at the present 
stage of its quarantine legislation and other provisions - cannot yet fulfil the 
obligations prescribed in the Regulations. Since the Government of Surinam will 

need some time to make the necessary arrangements prescribed by the Regulations, 
this Government has to reject the Regulations. Hov+rever, as soon as the Government 
of Surinam can meet with the obligations laid down in the Regulations, the 
possibility of accepting the said Regulations will be reconsidered. 

I am with kind regards 

Dr. P. Muntendam (Signed) 

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 
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• 2nd letter Dated 12 December 1952 
Received 15 December 1952 

Dear Dr. Chisholm, 

In reply to your letter of 26 November 1952 concerning the rejection of the 
International Sanitary Regulations by the Government of Surinam I agree with you 
that in principle it would be to the advantage of this territory, if reservations 
to specific articles of the Regulations be submitted to the ьиorld Health Assembly 
instead of a formal rejection. 

However, there were not only special articles with which the Surinam 
Government could not comply, there were more involving organizational obstacles 
which made it difficult to that 007eгnmmt to accept the Regulations and formulate 
a restricted number of reservations. 

For that reason a temporary rejection in WHO has been chosen, but it is the 

sincere intention of the Surinam Government to carry out the necessary re- 
organizations in the field of international sanitary control and to reconsider 
its standpoint towards the new Regulations as soon as possible, in order to co- 
operate in this much appreciated effort of WHO to modernize the international 
health control in sea, land and air traffic 

I am with kind regards, 

THE SECRETARY OF STASE FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 

Dr. P. Muntendam (signed) 
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Annex A 

FINDINGS OF THE WORKING PARTY OF THE P7177.á WO?LD HE LTH A 
ON THE RESERVATIONS SUBMITTED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 

NETHERLANDS 

Surinam 

ј; LY 

The Working Party notes that the Government of the Netherlands rejects the 

Regulations on behalf of Surinam and that, therefore, no formal action by the 

Assembly is required. However a cnfident hope is expressed that the rejection 

will be withdrawn as soon as the health administration of Surinam can meet the 

obligations laid down in the International Sanitary Regulations. 

In view of such withdrawal, and without prejudice to any other reservations 

that might be submitted previously to it, the Netherlands Delegate has declared 

that his Government would in all likelihood submit a reservation to Article 17, 

para. 2 to become operative as from such withdrawal. The Working Party has deemed 

it expedient to consider such possible reservation and makes to the Assembly the 

following recommendation in this respect: 

Paragraph 2 of Article 17 

"The health administration of Surinam shall have the right not to designate 

any port which has been approved under paragraph 1 of Article 17 for the issue of 

deratting exemption certificates as having at its disposal the equipment and 

personnel necessary to derat ships for the issue of deratting certificates referred 

to in Article 52. 

The Assembly reserves the right to re- examine its acceptance of this reserva- 

tion from time to time depending on the development of the international traffic 

of the territory, without prejudice to the right of the reserving State to withdraw 

the reservation at any time and subject to any relevant amendment by the Assembly 

to the Articles to which the reservation refers." 
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ANNEX В 

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH 

COPY OF LETTER ADDRESSED TO THE. DIRECTOR- GENERAL TRANSMITTING 

RESERVATIONS TO THE INTERNATIONAL SANITARY REGULATIONS IN 

RESPECT OF THE FAROE ISLANDS AND GREENLAND 

made by 

THE GOVERNMENT OF DENMAPК 

Sir, 

Dated 8 December 1952 
Received 10 December 1952 

With reference to your letter of 2 June 1952 (EQ 9-2 R. Denmark) regarding 

reservations to the International Sanitary Regulations with respect to the Farde 
Islands and Greenland, I have the honour to inform you that the quarantine 
provisions introduced by the Regulations cannot come into force in the Farde 

Islands and Greenland until they come into force in Denmark proper. On this 

subject, I refer to my letter of 8 October 1952. The Danish Government, there- 
fore, is obliged to make a general temporary rejection to the International 

Sanitary Regulations regarding the Farde Islands and Greenland. 

Regarding the application of the Regulations in Greenland, the Danish 

Government has specially considered paragraph 2 of Article 14, because the supply 

of pure drinking water in the ports of Greenland is normally obtained through 
direct transportation of water from lakes or rivers or even through the melting 
of glacial ice, while only in a few ports and only in the summer season the 

supply is effected through a pipe system. However, pure drinking water can be 
supplied in all ports in Greenland, though not in unlimited quantities) and the 
Danish Government, therefore, is of the opinion that paragraph 2 of Article 14 

may be regarded as fulfilled, but if the Organization should be of the opinion 
that the provision requires a water supply more effective than the one mentioned 
above, I ask you to take this letter as a final reservai,ion to paragraph 2 of 
Article 14 with respect to Greenland. 

Further, the Government has considered paragraph 2 of Article 17. At 
present the international traffic on Greenland is rather small and in the 
winter season at á minimum, and for the time being the Government considers 
it unnecessary to establish the equipment and рorsonnel necessaryto derat 

. ships in any ports there. The Government has in this connexion also realized 
that in Greenland there is no personnel trained in deratting and persons who 
might be trained herein would only have very little opportunity of obtaining 
practical experience. One might therefore fear that deratting of ships carried 
out in Greenland should be less effective and for this reason too the Government 
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hesitates to establish deratting in any port in Greenland. If later the 
international traffic on Greenland should be increased, the Government will 
consider the possibility of establishing deratting in Greenland. 

The Danish Government comprehends paragraph 2 of Article 17 in such a way 
that the health administration for a territory may omit to establish deratting 
arrangements in any ports of the territory if the international traffic on such 
territory is of a small volume only and therefore the Government holds the view 
that it is not necessary to make reservation to paragraph 2 of Article 17. If, 

however, the Organization should be of .the. opinion that the provision is to be 
understood so that deratting arrangements are to be established in at least one 
port in any territory with international traffic, I ask you to take this letter as 
a final reservation to paragraph 2 of Article 17 with respect to Greenland. 

The Danish Government has finally considered Article 28. In pursuance of 
current provisions to prevent the spread of epidemic diseases in Greenland, ships 
have in practice been refused admission if the ship in question beforehand had 
called at a Greenland port infected with an epidemic disease dangerous to the 
public health of Greenland; such refusal has been effected irrespective of the 
facts that none of the quarantinable diseases specified in the Sanitary Regulations 
were involved and that nobody on board had been infected. 

Epidemic diseases as measles and infantile paralysis constitute an extremely 
great danger to the Greenland population, and it must be presumed that - in order 
to prevent the infection from being spread from port to port - it may be necessary 
also in future to refuse admission to ships which, having called at a Greenland 
port infected with e.g. measles, want to call at another port in Greenland shortly 
after. On account of the rather insignificant international traffic on Greenland, 
such refusals will, however, comparatively rarely affect non -Danish ships. 

As Article 28 contains a reservation to the effect that ships may be refused in 
an emergency constituting a grave danger to public health, and as refusal of ships 
will only take place to prevent epidemic diseases constituting a grave danger to the 
public health of Greenland from being carried from one Greenland port to another, 
the Danish Government is of the opinion that it will not be necessary to make any 
reservation to Article 28 as far as Greenland is concerned. If the Organization, 
however, should be of another opinion, I ask you to take this letter as a final 
reservation to Article 28 with respect to Greenland. 

I have the honour to be, 

Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

J. H. Zeuthen (signed) 

Permanent Secretary 

Ministry of the Interior 
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FINDINGS OF THE WORKING PARTY OF THE SI%ТH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY 

ON THE RЕSЕRVАТIONS SUBMITTED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF 

DENMARK 

The Government of Denmark became party to the International Sanitary Regulations 

on 25 Аyгј1 1953. 

Fane Islands 

The Working Party notes that the Government of Denmark rejects the Regulations 

on behalf of the Fame Islands and therefore no formal action by the Assembly is 

required. However the confident hope is expressed that the general temporary 

rejection made in respect of the Faroe Islands will be withdrawn as soon as the 

Act on (quarantine applies to this territory. 

Greenland 

The Working Party notes that the Government of Denmark rejects the Regulations 

on behalf of Greenland and expresses the confident hope that this general temporary 

rejection will be withdrawn as soon as the necessary measures of implementation have 

been prepared. In view of such withdrawal, the Government of Denmark has already 

now submitted reservations to become operative as from such withdrawal. 

The Working Party considered these reservations and makes to the Assembly the 

following recommendation in their respect- 

Paragraph 2 of Article 14 

The Working Party is of the opinion that no reservation is needed, because pure 

drinking water can be supplied in all ports in Greenland, though not in unlimited 

quantities. 
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Paragraph 2 of Article 1R 

The Working Party recommends to the Assembly that this reservation be 

accepted in the following terms: 

"The health administration of Greenland shall have the right not to designate 

any port, which has been approved under paragraph 1 of Article 1'¡ for the issue 

of Deratting Exemption Certificates, as having at its disposal the equipment and 

personnel necessary to derat ships for the issue of the Deratting Certificates 

referred to in Article 52. 

The Assembly reserves the right to re- examine its acceptance of this reservation 

from time to time, depending on the development of the international traffic of the 

territory, without prejudice to the right of the reserving State to withdraw the 

reservation at any time and subject to any relevant amendment by the Assembly to 

the Articles to which the reservation refers." 

Article 28 

The Working Party is of the opinion that nQ reservation is needed, because the 

terns of Article 28 imply that, in a case of an emergency constituting a grave 

danger to public health, a ship, which is not infected with one of the quarantinable 

diseases, may, on account of another epidemic disease, be prevented by the health 

authority for a port from discharging or loading cargo or stores, or taking on fuel 

or water. 
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ANNEX C 

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH 

COPY OF LETTER ADDRESSED TO THE DIRECTOR- GENERAL TRANSMITTING RESERVATIONS 
TO THE INTERNATIONAL SANITARY REGULATIONS IN RESPECT OF OVERSEAS AND 

OUTLYING TERRITORIES 

made by 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM 

Dated 29 April 1953 

Received 1 May 1953 

International Sanitary Regulations 
Reservations in respect of overseas and other outlying 

territories 

1 I am directed by the Minister of Health to refer to his letter of the 9th 
December, 1953, and to inform sou that the United Kingdom Government have since 
been in communication with the local administrations for several of the territories 
named in the statement sent with that letter, concerning the reservations submitted 
to the Organization on their behalf. 

20 I am now directed to say that the United Kingdom Government propose to with- 
draw or modify some of the reservations contained in that statement, and that their 

Delegation to the Sixth World Health Assembly will formally propose the withdrawals 
and modifications when the relevant reservations are considered by the Assembly. 

3. I am to enclose (in duplicate) for your information a revised statement of all 
the reservations submitted by the United Kingdom Government in respect of their 
overseas territories, and a summary of the differences between that statement and 
the statement sent to you on the 9th December, 1952' 

I am, Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

(signed) N.M. Brilliant' 

The revised statement enclosed with the above quoted letter is annexed. It 

replaces pages 9 to 16 of Annex C of document A6/9' 



INTERNATIONAL St.TT ITARY REGULAT I0N S 
RESERVATт_ONS IN RESPEСT OF ВRITISн COLONI.Л,L TERRITCRIES 

Articles of Regu- 

lations reserved 

Remark s 

See Remarks No reservation is made but it is pointed out that the new Inter- 

national Certificates of Vaccination are not altogether suitable for 
use in Hong Kong. 

It is considered preferable for the signatories to give their age 

and not their date of birth. The majority of Chinese travellers know 

their age but seldom know the date of their birth. When the date is 

known, it is generally corked out according to the Chinese calendar, and 

to transpose the date from the Chinese to the Gregorian calendar is 

complicated and quite unpractical for the purpose. 

The International Certificates depend for identification on the 

holder's signature. Жаnу passengers arriving in Hon; Kong cannot sign 

their names so that it is considered essential that the Certificates 

should bear either a photograph of the holder embossed or stamped with 
an official seal, or the number of the passport (or travel document) if 

such passport or travel document incorporates a photograph of the holder. 

Unless this can be required: it will be impossible to prevent the 
Certificates from being sold or transferred to other persons. 

If it is possible to vary the Certificates slightly, the variations 
mentioned above should be incorporated in the Hong Kong certificates. 

There would be no difficulty in arranging for a photograph to be attache 
to every such Certificate issued in Hong Kong. 

If this is not possible, it is urged that 'date of birth!' should be 

changed to 1 age° . 



Territory 
Articles of Regu- 

lations reserved 

SARA:'AK Article 17 

BRWiEI - Article 17 

B01 íALјLAЛID 

PROTECTORATE 
Articles 17 and 

96 

Remarks 

_1though it would be possible to provide the organization necessary 

to inspect ships with a view to the issue of Deratting xemption Certi- 
ficates in Kuching and, possibly. Ыигi, it would not be practicable, nor 

is it necessary, to provide in these ports the equipment and personnel 

for deratting ships and issuing Deratting Certificates. Such facilities 

are available in Singapore and any vessel requiring them could proceed t 
that port. (The movement of a ship to another port for deratting is 

recognized by Article 52.2 and, for another purpose, by Article 41.) 

The remarks in respect of Sarawak apply 

Article 17. It is not possible to complywith the requirements of 
this Article. Nor is it considered necessary to do so, as the vоlumе of 

international traffic passing through ports in the Protectorate is very 

small. 

Article 96. It is impracticable in the case of dhows to require 

the master to complete a declaration of health in the prescribed form. 
It is considered that in the case of these vessels a verbal declaration 
giving the same information should be accepted and recorded by the Port 
Health Authority. 



Territory 

1 

Articles of Regu- 
lations reserved 

Remarks 

TАNGАNiYIКЁ 
• 

Article 17 It is not at present possible to comply rith the requirements of 

this Article. 

It is intended to equip and approve in due course one port for the 
inspection of ships, and the issue of Deratting Exemption Certificates. 
But no port in the territory can be designated for deratting and issuing 
Deratting Certificates because the equipment and personnel necessary 

for such work are not available. 

The necessary facilities for deratting are аv�i]ablе at the 
Quarantine Station at Zanzibar and, pendi.lg the approval of a port for 
inspection mentioned above. Deratting Exemption Certificates can be 
obtained there. 

G[LБIA Article 17 It is not possible to comply with the requirements of this 

Article, as the personnel competent to issue Deratting Exemption Certi- 
ficates are not available. In normal circumstances this is not import- 

ant in view of the nature of shipping entering the territory. 

ANTIGUA Article 20 Although Antigua can be regarded as a Yеflот fever receptive area, 
aircraft which visit the Presidency do not also visit the yеllau fever 
endbmic zones. They are regularly sprayed with DDT and thoroughly 
inspected in Trinidad. It is not therefore proposed to make the 
buildings at the airport mosquito- proof. They are, hotfever, regularly 
sprayed with DDT every six months, 



Territory Articles of Regu- 

lations reserved 

I 

Remarks 

Î LO,Fltd7`�.� Articles 15, 38 
and 44, pаra,2 

An isolation station is not available and compliance with 
Article 15, in so far as "facilities for the prompt isolation 
and care of infected persons" are concerned, and with the pro- 
visions of Articles 38 and 44, paragraph 2, would therefe're, 
be impossible. Every effort will be made to correct this 
situation when the plans have been finalised for the new 
hospital at Goodwill, work on which has just begun. The - 

reservations will be reviewed in due course. 

SТ. LUCIA Article 19 It is not yet possible to designate a sanitary airport 
having all the facilities specified in paragraph 2 of Article 
19, 

sT.VIFCENT 

i 

Article 19 It is not yet possible to designate a sanitary airport 
having all the facilities specified in paragraph 2 of Article 
19. 



Territory Articles of Regu- 
lations reserved 

Remarks 

BRITISH SOL01'dOT3 Article 100 

ISLAЛID.S 

PROTECTORATE 

GILBERT & ELLICE 
ISLANDS COLONY 

FIJI (including 
Tonga) 

These territories are yellow fever receptive areas and it 

is considered important for the protection of the native races 

to retain the Personal Declaration of Origin and Health covering 

residence for the preceding 14 nights. 

If this is not acceptable, it is suggested that the terri- 

tories in question should have the right, for a primary period 

of five years, to require of all persons on an international 

journey arriving by air in the territory or landing in transit, , 

information Lf their movements during the last nine days prior 

to disembarkation. This would be an added safeguard against 

the introduction of non - pestilent diseases to non -immune corn- 
nities such as those in the South and West Pacific. 

{ 

It is felt, however, that there would be less delay and 

inconvenience to passengers if they were to complete an appro- 

priate form whilst in flight rather than be subjected to 
interrogation on arrival. 



Articles of Regu- 

lations reserved 

Remarks 

nLI�л,, 
.� тSuЛ3DS Articles 15 and 

17 

The Colony has only .r shi7) of át00 tons which aДerages 
ten round voyages to Мontevidеo a year, Other international 
traffic is nil., The possibility of the facilities specified 
in Articles 15 and 17 being required, is therefore, so remote 

that it is considered unneccгssary for them to be provided,. 
If necessary Article 41 would be _invoked, but if an infectious' 
case mas landed by accident, the health, authorities would take 
prompt measures to improvise isolation and to provide rnedica' 
care. 

vttILLTА See Remarks While the provisions of the Regulations are agreed by 
the М 1ta Government in principle and are in fact normally 
being foll.oweed, it is felt by that government that it should 
not be irrevocably bound by them as l'ca1 conditions may 
sometimes render it necessary to depart from them in excep- 
tional cases. The term "local conditions" refers to the 
peculiar geographical situation of the Maltese Islands, the 

prevalent excessive overcrowding, and the financial and 
economic position of Malta. 



Tгrrit ry 
Ј 

Аг'tic ..s :L' R�^и- Remarks 

lations reserved ? 

�INGAPORE Articles 15, 19 -1, Article 15. The final clause "and for any other appropriate 

20 -1 and 2, and ј measure р^оvidеd for by these Regulations" would commit the Singapю re 
s 26-1. ¡ Government to the designation of yellow -fever receptive areas, and 

detailed application thereto of the Regulations, which is not p- ssiЬle 
under existing conditions. 

Article 19 -1. Until the new Paya Lebar aerodrome is ready 

j Singapore will not be in a position to provide a true sanitary aero- 
drome to meet the requirements in respect of yellow fever. 

Article 20 -1 and 2. It is impossible to implement these pr.,- 
visions at present. For this reason, although Singapore is liable 

to be designated a "receptive area" since present conditions do per - 
mit of the development of yellow fever if introduced, it may be 
desirable that Singapore should not be so designated until such time 
as it is possible to meet these requirements. 

Article 26 -1. Charges are made for the issuing of ceruain 
certificates and adoption of this Article would make them all free 
of charge. It is suggested that this is a question which the 
Goverгmient concerned should have discretion to decide. 

As regards the issue of certificates to travellers, suff_cient 

staff is not available to prepare such certificates in great number. 

, 
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FINDINGS OF ТHE ADRКING PARTY OF THE SI %TH WORLD HEnLТH SSEÜRBLY 

ON THE RESERV:.TION5 SUВММ ТТED BY THE COVьRNME;NT OF THE 
UNITED KINGDOM 

Hong Kong 

The working Party notes the statement that no reservation is made, and takes 

the view that the difficulties of the health administration of Hong Kong may be 

overcome by inserting - if the age of the person is known - an approximate date of 

birth on International Certificates of Vaccination. It was considered to be of 

paramount importance that no departure should be made from the models of the 

certificates of vaccination laid dawn in Appendices 2, 3 and 4. 

Sarawak 

Article 17 

The Working Party notes the remarks made by the Government in submitting this 

reservation, and is of the opinion that the reservation is limited to paragraph 2 of 

Article 17. 

The Working Party recommends to the Assembly that this reservation be accepted 

in the following terms; 

Paragraph 2 of Article 17. "The health administration of Sarawak reserves 

the right not to designate any port which has been approved under paragraph 1 of 

Article 17 for the issue of Deratting Exemption Certificates, as having at its disposal 

the equipment and personnel necessary to derat ships for the issue of the Deratting 

Certificates referred to in Article 52. 

The Assembly reserves the right to re- examine its acceptance of this reservation 

from time to time, depending on the development of the international traffic of the 

territory, without prejudice to the right of the reserving State to withdraw the 

reservation at any time and subject to any relevant amendment by the Assembly to the 

Articles to which the reservation refers.11 
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Brunei 

Article 17 

The Working Party notes the remarks made by the Government in submitting this 

reservation, and is of the opinion that the reservation is limited to paragraph 2 of 

Article 17. 

The Working Party recommends to the Assembly that this reservation be accepted 

in the following terms: 

Paragraph 2 of Article 17. "The health administration of Brunei reserves 

the right not to designate any port which has been approved under paragraph 1 of 

Article 17 for the issue of Deratting Exemption Certificates, as having at its disposal 

the equipment and personnel necessary to derat ships for the issue of the Deratting 

Certificates referred to in article 52. 

The Assembly reserves the right to re- examine its acceptance of this reservation 

from time to time, depending on the development of the international traffic of the 

territory, without prejudice to the right of the reserving State to withdraw the 

reservation at any time and subject to any relevant amendment by the Assembly to the 

Articles to which the reservation refers." 

Somaliland Protectorate 

Article 17 

The Working Party notes the remarks made by the Government 

in submitting this reservation and is of the opinion that this reservation constitutes 

a reservation to paragraph 1 and to paragraph 2 of Article 17. 

The Working Party recommends to the Assembly that this reservation be accepted 

in the following terms: 

'The health administration of Somaliland Protectorate reserves the right not 

to designate any port for the issue of Deratting Exemption Certificates nor to approve 

any port as having at its disposal the equipment and personnel necessary to derat 

ships for the issue of Deratting Certificates referred to in Article 52. 
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The Assembly reserves the right to re- examine its acceptance of this reservation 

from time to time, depending on the development of the international traffic of the 

territory, without prejudice to the right of the reserving State to withdraw the 

reservation at any time and subject to any relevant amendment by the Assembly to the 

Articles to which the reservation refers.1 

Article 96 

The Working Party notes the remarks made by the Government 

in submitting this reservation and is of the opinion that no reservation is needed 

because in cases where the master of a ship is unable to complete a statement in 

writing, a verbal declaration should suffice. 

Tanganyika 

Article 17 

The Working Party notes the remarks made by the Government 

in submitting this reservation and is of the opinion that this reservation constitutes 

a reservation to paragraph 1 and to paragraph 2 of Artie le 17. 

The Working Party also notes that it is the intention of the health administration 

to equip and approve one port for the issue of Deratting Exemption Certificates. 

The Working Party recommends to the Assembly that this reservation be accepted 

in the following terms= 

'tThe health administration of Tanganyika reserves the right not to approve 

any port for the issue of Deratting Exemption Certificates nor to approve any port 

as having at its disposal the equipment and personnel necessary to derat ships for 

the issue of Deratting Certificates referred to in Article 52. 

The reservation to paragraph 1 of Article 17 is accepted only until one port 

has at its disposal adequate personnel, as intended for the issue of Deratting 

Exemption Certificates. 
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The Assembly reserves the right to re- examine its acceptance of the reservation 

to paragraph 2 of Article 17 from time to time, depending on the development of the 

international traffic of the territory, without prejudice to the right of the 

reserving State to withdraw the reservation at any time and subject to any relevant 

amendment by the Assembly to the Articles to which the reservation refers.�t 

Gambia 

Article 17 

The Working Party notes the remarks made by the Government 

in submitting this reservation and is of the opinion that this reservation constitutes 

a reservation to paragraph 1 and to paragraph 2 of Article 17. 

The Working Party recommends to the Assembly that this reservation be accepted 

in the following terms* 

I'The health administration of Gambia reserves the right not to designate any 

port for the issue of Deratting Exemption lertificates nor to approve any port as 

having at its disposal the equipment and personnel necessary to derat ships for the 

• issue of Deratting Certificates referred to in Article 52. 

The Assembly reserves the right to re- examine its acceptance of this reservation 

from time to time, depending on the development of the international traffic of the 

territory, without prejudice to the right of the reserving State to withdraw the 

reservation at any time and subject to any relevant amendment by the Assembly to the 

Articles to which the reservation refers.1 

Antigua 

Article 20 

The Working Party is not clear whether this reservation is intended to apply 

both to paragraph 1 of Article 20 as well as to paragraph 2 of that Article. 

Should it apply to paragraph 1 of article 20, the Working Party is of the 

opinion that it would necessarily imply an exception to the rule that airports situated 
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in a yellow -fever receptive area shoiilrз be kept free from А des aegypti. Such 

exception would substantially detract from the character and purpose of the Regulations. 

The Working Party recommends to the Assembly that this reservation be not 

accepted. 

Paragraph 2 of Article 20 applies only to airports provided with a direct 

transit area. Health administrations are required only to make the buildings 

of an airport mosquito -proof if the airport is notified to the Organization as one 

provided with a direct transit area. 

No reservation is therefore needed, but the health administration is required 

under Article 81, to which no reservation was made, to furnish mosquito -proof 

accommodation for the isolation provided for in Article 38 and in Chapter III of the 

International Sanitary Regulations. 

Dominica 

Articles 15, 38 and paragraph 2 of Article 44 

Тhe Working Party notes the remarks made by the Government 

in submitting this reservation„ 

The Working Party recommends to the Assembly that this reservation be accepted 

in the following terms= 

"Pending the completion of 'a new hospital, work on which is about to begin, 

the health administration of Dominica reserves the right not to provide facilities 

for the prompt isolation and care of infected persons as provided for in Articles 

15, 38 and paragraph 2 of Article 44•" 
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St. Lucia 
St. Vincent 

Article 19 

The Working Party recommends to the Assembly that the reservation in respect 

of these two territories be accepted in the following terms: 

"The health administration of St. Lucia and that of St. Vincent reserves the 

right not to designate any airport as a sanitary airport. 

This reservation was accepted for a period of five years from the date of entry 

into force of the Regulations, the fssemb y reserving the right, before the expiration 

of that period, to extend the validity of the reservation for a further period without 

prejudice to the right of the reserving State to withdraw the reservation at any time 

and subject to any relevant amendment by the AssemЫy to the Articles to which the 

reservation refers." 

British Solomon Islands Protectorate 
Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony 
Fiji, including Tonga 

Article 100 

The Working Party recommends to the Assembly that the reservation of these 

territories be accepted to the following extent: 

"Тhe health administration of the British Solomon Islands Protectorate and 

that of Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony and that of Fiji including Tonga shall 

have the right to require of persons on an international voyage arriving by air in 

its territory or landing there in transit, but falling under the terms of paragraph 1. 

of ,rticle 75, information on their movements during the last nine days prior to 

disembarkation. 

This reservation was accepted for a period of 5 years from the date of entry 

into force of the Regulations, the Assembly reserving the right, before the expiration 

of that period, to extend the validity of the reservation for a further period without 

prejudice to the right of the reserving State to withdraw the reservation at any time 

and subject to any relevant amendment by the AssemЫy to the Articles to which the 

reservation refers. "' 
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Falkland Islands 

2irtic le 15 

The Working Party is of the opinion that a reservation to rticle 15 is not 

necessary in view of international traffic conditions and of the statement 

made by the Government to the effect that, if iced bey t haв1th 
authorities would take prompt measures to improvise isolation and to provide medical 

care. 

1,rtic 1e 17 

The Working Party is of the opinion that this reservation 

applies to paragraph 1 and to paragraph 2 of Article 17. 

The Working Party recommends to the Assembly that this reservation be accepted 

in the following terms: 

"The health administration of Falkland Islands reserves the right nit t.o ; 

designate any port for the issue of Deratting Exemption Certificates nor to approve 

any port as having at its disposal equipment and personnel necessary to derat ships 

for the issue of deratting Certificates referred to in Article 52. 

The Assembly reserves the right to re- examine its acceptance of this reservation 

from time to time depending on the development of the international traffic of the 

territory, without prejudice to the right of the reserving State to withdraw the 

reservation at any time and subject to any relevant amendment by the tssemb 1y to the 

Articles to which the reservation refers." 

Malta 

The Working Party took note of the statement made by the Government 

ich in the opinion of the Working Party ocauctitutee a rejection of 

the Regulations. The confident hope is expressed that the general rejection made 

will be withdrawn as soon as circumstances permit. 
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Singapore 

Article 15 

The Working Party takes the view that this reservation is in fact a reservation 

to Article 70 agprding to which each yellow -fever endemic zone and yellow -fever 

receptive area shall be delineate& by the Organization in consultation with each of 

the States concerned. 

The Working Party considers any derogation from this principle would substantially 

detract from the character and purpose of the Regulations. 

The Working Party recommends to the Assembly that this reservation be not 

accepted. 

Paragraph 1 of Article 19 

The Working Party takes note of the statement made by the 

Eovвrment which implies that Singapore is not yet in a position to designate 

any airport in its territory as a Sanitary Airport, but will be in a position to do 

so on completion of Paya Lebar Airport. 

The Working Party recommends to the Lssembly that a reservation be accepted to 

the following extent: 
._ 

►tPending the completion of Paya Lebar Airport the health administration of 

Singapore reserves the right not to designate as sanitary airport any airport in 

its territory.0 

Paragraph 1 of rtic le 20 

The Working Party is of the opinion that this reservation would necessarily 

imply, an., exçeption to the rule that airports situated in a yellow. -fevers receptive 

area should be kept fré & m olo ëdes aeg�ypti. Such exception would substantially 

detract from the character and purpose of the Regulations. . 

The Working Party recommends to the Assembly that this reservation be not 

accepted. 
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Paragraph 2 of Article 20 

Paragraph 2 of Article 20 applies only to airports provided with a direct 

transit area. The health administrations are required only to make the buildings 

of an airport mosquito -proof if the airport is notified to the Organization as one 

provided with a direct transit area. 

No reservation is therefore needed, but the health administration is required 

under Article 81, to which no reservation was made, to furnish mosquito -proof 

accommodation for the isolation provided for in Article 38 and in Chapter III of 

the International Sanitary Regulations. 

Paragraph 1 of Article 26 

The Working Party is of the opinion that this reservation substantially detracts 

from the character and purpose of the Regulations. 

The Working. Party recommends to the Assembly that this reservation be not 

accepted. 



ANNEX D 

INTERNATIONAL SАN IТARY REGULATIONS (woo REGULATIONS No.2) 

FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF THE RESERVAT ION TO ARTICLE 68 MADE В! THE 
GOVERNMENT OF СEYLON 

When considering the reservation to Article 6В1 of the International 

Sanitary Regulations, made by the Government of Ceylon, the Fifth World 

Health Assembly adopted a report which, in this connexion stated:2 

"It may be, however, that the Government of Ceylon has special 

problems in regard to certain ar-�icles of food which do not fall within 

the categories enumerated. The C:mmittee recommends to the Assembly 

that the Government of Ceylon be invited to specify the additional 

foodstuffs they wish the Article to cover which, if reasonable, may be 

accepted." 

The Gove.гziment of Ceylon, in a letter dated 17 September 1952, 

confirmed that it has such problems and requested "that sweetmeats, such 

as jaggery, muscat etc., which are often imported into Ceylon from cholera - 

infected ports in South India, may be included in the prohibition referred to 

under Article 68. The sweets referred to are consumed uncooked after arriving 

within a day or two of their departure from a cholera- infected port ". 

The Assembly may therefore wish to decide whether the additional 

foodstuffs may be covered, as far as the Government of Ceylon is concerned, 

by the terms of Article 68, 

1Cff.Rec. World 11th Or {�. 42,, 37V 

2off.Rec. World 11th Org. 42, 373. 
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FINDINGS OF THE WORKING PARTY OF '1'tá $111-Wp -.. j,т1 Аp ЕМВLY 
ON THE FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF THE RESERVATION TO ARTICLE 68 
MADE BY THE GOVERNMENT OF 

CEYLON 

The Working Party recommends to the Assembly that a reservation by the Govern - 

ment of Ceylon to Article 68 be accepted to the following extent: 

"The Government of Ceylon reserves the right to add jaggery and muscat to the 

foods listed in Article 68, i.e fish, shellfish, fruit or vegetables. 

This reservation was accepted for a period of 5 years from the date of entry 

into force of the Regulations, the Assembly reserving the right, before the 

expiration of that period, to extend the validity of the reservation for a further 

period without prejudice to the right of the reserving State to withdraw the 

reservation at any time and subject to any relevant amendment by the Assembly to the 

Articles to which the reservation refers." 


